NEW YORK CITY BALLET
PRINCIPAL CASTING FOR SEPTEMBER 26 – OCTOBER 1, 2023
TUESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 26, 7:30 PM
(Conductor: Sill)
THE UNANSWERED QUESTION: *Adams (replaces Laracey), Coll
pause
TARANTELLA: Pereira, Ulbricht [Solo Piano: Chelton]

WEDNESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 27, 7:30 PM
(Conductor: Sill)
WESTERN SYMPHONY: O. MacKinnon, Bolden, Pollack, Furlan (replaces Sanz), Phelan, Mejia
THE UNANSWERED QUESTION: Adams, Coll (replaces Schumacher)
pause
TARANTELLA: *E. Von Enck, Villarini-Velez [Solo Piano: Chelton]
STARS AND STRIPES: *Nadon, *P. Walker, Pereira, Kikta, Ulbricht

THURSDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 28, 7:30 PM
(Conductor: Sill)
THE UNANSWERED QUESTION: Adams (replaces Laracey), Coll
pause
TARANTELLA: Pereira, Ulbricht [Solo Piano: Chelton]
STARS AND STRIPES: M. Fairchild, Mejia, Adams, LeCrone, Villarini-Velez

FRIDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 29, 8:00 PM
(Conductor: Litton)
AGON: Phelan, Danchig-Waring, Stanley, Adams, Bradley, Gerrity, Zuniga, Villarini-Velez

SATURDAY MATINEE, SEPTEMBER 30, 2:00 PM
(Conductor: Litton)
AGON: M. Miller, *P. Walker, Furlan, Dutton-O’Hara, Hod, LaFreniere, Mabie, Riccardo
SLAUGHTER ON TENTH AVENUE: Veyette, Mearns, Bolden, Mabie, Knight, Abreu, Coll, Nelson

SATURDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 30, 8:00 PM
(Conductor: Litton)
BOURRÉE FANTASQUE: Kikta, Mejia, LaFreniere, Chan, E. Von Enck, Villarini-Velez
AGON: Phelan, Danchig-Waring, Stanley, Adams, Bradley, Gerrity, Zuniga, Villarini-Velez
SLAUGHTER ON TENTH AVENUE: T. Angle, M. Miller, Bolden, Mabie, Knight, Abreu, Coll, Nelson

SUNDAY MATINEE, OCTOBER 1, 3:00 PM
(Conductor: Litton)
BOURRÉE FANTASQUE: Nadon, Takahashi, Gerrity, Bolden (replaces Sanz), Maxwell, Gabriel
AGON: M. Miller, P. Walker, Furlan, Dutton-O’Hara, Hod, LaFreniere, Mabie, Riccardo
SLAUGHTER ON TENTH AVENUE: Veyette, Mearns, Bolden, Mabie, Knight, Abreu, Coll, Nelson

* First Time in Role
PROGRAM AND CASTING SUBJECT TO CHANGE (09/27/23)